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A Draft Guide to the Compleat RLRFAN a)

by

F.C. Gayanilo, Jr. b)
M. Soriano b)

and
D. Pauly b)

ABSTRACT

This draft guide introduces the updated 11-diskette,
graphics-oriented Compleat RLRFAN software package (version
1.10, October 1989) for length-based fish stock assessment,
implemented for IBM PCo) and compatible microcomputers with
at least 512 Kbytes of memory. Emphasis is given to the
description of program operations, and to .the linkages
between the different routines, which cover most aspects of
fish population dynamics (i.e. growth, mortality, gear
selection, virtual population, yield-per-recruit analyses,
etc). This guide does not - except in cursorymanner and
for new methods - discuss the models behind the various
routines, but references are provided to key articles in the
original literature. -Readers are invited to provide
suggestions towards improving the Compleat ELRFAN package
and its future detailed documentation.

---------------------
a) version of December 1989
b) International Center for Living Aquatic Resources
Management, MC P.O. Box 1501, Makati, Metro Manila,
PHILIPPINES.
0) IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp.
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INTRODUCTION

The Compleat HLBFAN is a comprehensive package incorporating
numerous rather sophisticated routines for length-based fish
stock assessment - several of them new developments-which
most colleagues, we believe will find very useful.

This brief guide, on the other hand, presents mainly the
sequence of operations involved in running the various
routines with little emphasis on the logic or equations
behind these.

The reasons. for this discrepancyare basically two: (a)
while developing this pacKage, we incorporated numerous
routines based on new ideas which will still require proper
scientificpublications and (b) w~ want to write a self-
sufficientvery comprehensivemanual, covering all aspects
of the program- yet we are awarethat"bootleg"copiesof
the Compleat ELBFANare alreadybeing passedaround, and
that colleagues are blaming us for not providing a
documentationfor this package.

This guide is thus a mere stopgap. Until a comprehensive
manual becomes available, users of the Compleat ELHFAN
package are urged to not only read the contents of this
document, but also of the papers cited therein,particularly
those included in the proceedingsof the conference/workshop
held on February 1985 in Mazarra del Vallo, Italy, on
"Theory and Application of Length-BasedMethods in Stock
Assessment"a).

This conference, which marked a crucial stage in the
development of length-based methodologies for stock
assessment,cannot be reviewed here. With regard to the
package presented here, it must be mentioned,however that
all suggestions made at the conferencesconcerningpossible
improvements of the ELEFAN approach package have been
idcorporated. Properly used, with well-sampleddata, this
package can thus be used to perform, reliably, most types of
assessmentsfor which length-frequency data, or catch-at-
length-dataare needed.

----------------

a) Pauly~ D. . and G.R. Morgan (eds.) 1987. Length Based
Method in Fishery Research. ICLARM Conference Proceedings
No. 13, International Center for Living Aquatic Resources
Management, Manila and Kuwait Institute for Scientific
Research,Safat, Kuwait.

- --- ----
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Some routines or programs which we intend to incorporate
into succeeding version of the package (i.e. the one for
which a comprehensivemanual will be made available).are
among others:

a program for multispecies yield-per-recruit analysis
which explicitly considersgradual mesh selection;

a routine for estimation of values of von Bertalanffy
parameters Loo and K. -pertaining to mean a~e-at-len~th
(rather than to mean length-at-age).as needed e.g. for
unbiased estimates of Z through length-converted catch
curves; arid

. a routine for estimation of an approximate joint
confidence region for the von Bertalanffy parameters Loo and
K from the shape of the response.surface of "Rn". our new
"goodness-of-fit index".

Because the
diskettes in
programs.

COllpleat

all). we
BLEP'AN package

will not supply
'is so large
listings of

(11
the

Rather, we would appreciate receiving comments from users of
this package which will help us improve it. notably by:

. removing bugs.
errors, etc.;

computational

. replacing existing routines by more versatile or
powerful ones;

~ adding new routines and subroutines. or;

.'making the presentation of routines or scripts
neater and/or more understandable.

Also, we would appreciate suggestions as to what should go
into the planned manual. To be most useful. comments sent to
us should be specific to a given program or routine. and
report of bugs or errors should be supported by the file
upon which the results were based, detailed description of
the problem, and copies of any relevant printouts. We are
looking forward to such comments because they will help us
improve this package. so don't hesitate to write us.

All comments shall be considered when we prepare succeeding
versions, which will be free for all those who have sent us
usable comments and suggestions, and available for a small
upgrade fee to all registered users of earlier versions.



PostscriDt

An agreement has recently been signed between ICLARH and FAO
to merge the Compleat ELEFAN paokage.with the LFSA paokage
of Sparee (1987); details are provided in Appendix I.

.. .-
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GETTING THE COMPLEAT ELEFAH STARTED

Introduction

Computer literacy is fast becoming. an essential
qualificationfor researchersin fisheriesscienoe.As more
and more researoh tasks are supported by computers- from
word processing to fisheries stock management decision
making - professionals in this field are learningmore about
the powers and limitations of computers.

"The Compleat ELEFAH software package is one of the many
designed to alleviate the task of manuallyprocessingthe
data available to fisheries biologists.This document is
designed for bot~ novice and experiencedcomputerusers.

Computer hardware refers to the physical entities in a
computer system. These are the things that can be seen and
touched, and consists of electricaland electroniccircuits,
and mechanical devices. The basic configuration of a
personal computer consists of a system unit and keyboard
(see Fig. 1). The system unit is the centralpart of the
computer and supports a variety of options.The keyboard,on
the other hand, is the main input device which is used "to
send data to the system through a cable.The other pieces
of hardware that must (or may) be added are the display
(screen), the printer, the plotter, disk drives, etc.

IBM Monochrome Display

System Unit

CII

.

5-1/4 Inch

DisketteDrivel

Fig. 1

.__.._-
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Hardware requirements of the Compleat BLBFAN

The Compleat ELEFAN software was developed.for use on IBM PC
microcomputers (and their compatibles) with graphic
capabilities . A Hercules monochrome graphic card or a color
graphic adapter may be installed to be able to access the
full capacity of the software (note that a color monitor is
not needed).

All routines require a minimum of 512 Kbytes of memory.
Output of results is generated via the screen and/or
printer. Any printer (dot matrix or letter quality) can be
used except for graphic outputs,. which some printers are not
capable of generating. A plotter can also be used to
generate graphic outputs. The software is capable of
generating plotter outputs through an IBM plotter (7371
model), but other similar plotter~ that are using the same
GL (Graphic Language) may also be used (e.g. the HP 7470A
plotter). .

Two 5 1/4" disk drives or one 5 1/4" disk drive and a hard
disk are recommendedto run the software.

Keyboard and software prompts

The keyboard is used to enter data into the system or to
respond to prompts generated internally. It consists of
three sections : the typewriter area, the function keys, and
the numeric keypad. These keys are "typematic", i.e. they
repeat as long as they are held down.

The typewriter area is much like that found .on a
conventional typewriter except for some special keys found
at ~he edge of the typewriter area (Fig.2).

J.

Typewriter Area

I
Numeric
Keypad

Fig. 2

-----

II It'-

I
Function
Keys
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A prompt is a software request for additionalinformation
needed to carry out selected functions. There are three
types of prompts which the software uses :.

~ - the user is given a choice between several
alternative functions or options, which you select by
pressingthe arrow keysto selectand the <CR> key to
access «CR> here expresses"CarriageReturn" or <ENTER».

House function : position the mouse pointer at the routine
label, then press the left-button press of the mouse to
access a routine.

Line prompts - the softwareuses this to request a single
item of information such as e.g. ~ a mortality rate. This
prompt is dealt with by typing the required characters and
terminated by pressing the <CR>. Mistakes made during entry
of information may be corrected by pressing the <BACKSPACE>
key until the offending character is erased; then , the text
is retyped from there. The <BACKSPACE> key is the only
editing key that can be used at this stage.

House function : pressin~ the left-button of the mouse is
equivalent to pressing <CR> on the keyboard.

Confirmatorv prompts - these are very similar to menu
prompts except -thatthe user is given two or three options
to choose from. Prompts ~hich are answeredwith Y for yes
and N for no belong to this category. Choices are given
inside a parenthesis (e.g. "Proceed (Y/N)").

House function : position the mouse
options and press the left-button on
select option.

pointer to one of the
the mouse device to

Selection prompts - these are very similar to the above, but
the user is given a list of function keys or number keys
(e.g. <1» with corresponding function or options.
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Throughout the package, the function keys are attributed to
the following functions.

[Fl] - to "access additional help messages (if
available)

[F7] - to redo a routine

[Fa] - to output results via the printer

[F9] - to proceed to the next routine

[FIO]- to access a file on another disk (if applicable)

As an alternative to the function keys [F2] and [F4], the
arrow keys (left and right respectively) may be used. [F6]
is often used as the key to mark points for which the <SPACE
BAR> may also be used. Like the function key [F3], the
<~SCAPE> key "is always active to quit to a previous menu.

Hou$e function : position the mouse pointer at the key label
(found in the help messages) and then press the left-button
on the " mouse to access the function.

Starting the package

To start a computer, it is advisableto begin
peripherals. The switches of the peripherals
printer, etc.} are convenientlylocated outside
hardware; there is no need to open any part
peripherals.

with the
(screen,
of the
of the

The con~rast and brightness of the PC's display can usually
be adjusted using control knobs. Keyboards often have
adjustable tilt position for typing comfort. Hold the
keyboard when changing position. Firmly push in the foot
handles and turn them to the desired level.

-----

[F2] - to move the "turtle" (or pointer) up or to the
left

[F3] - to return to the previous menu

[F4] - to move the "turtle" down or to the right.

.[F5] - to dump graphics via plotter

[F6]""- to mark selection
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Before proceeding, some preliminary operations are necessary
and th~se maybe accessed from DOS (disk operating system) or
through the menu option called "Utilities" in the main menu
of the package (see Fig. 3).

Disk copv: The first thing to do after unwrapping a set of
ELEFAN diskettes is to make working copies. Any disk
duplicator program can be used. The most common of these
duplicators is the DOS DISKCOPY command. The original disks
should be stored in a safe place and only the copies made
should be used. If the copies are ever damaged or destroyed,
the original disks can be used you can make new copies. For
more informations on how to use the DISKCOPY command, please
refer to the DOS manual.

NOTE : DO NOT write-protect the working
copies of the ELEFAN package.

The Compleat ELEFAN contains a utility to create
copy of the diskettes. Two disk drives are needed
routine. If only one drive is available, DOS
command may be used.

a backup
for this
DISKCOPY

: The

disk operating system (DOS) is not included in the package.
The DOS is a prerequisite to some utilities and it should be
installed only to DISK #1. To copy, insert a disk containing
the. DOS (note: the Compleat ELEFAN requires MS DOS 3.0 .or
higher) in A: drive. Boot the computer and wait for the DOS
prompt (A». Carefully insert DISK #1 (of the Compleat
ELBFAN) in drive B:. Type SYS B: followed by <CR>. Tnis will
copy the DOS to DISK #1.

The following diskettes should be available:

DISK #1 : System and Utilities DISK #7 : ELEFAN III
DISK #2 : ELEFAN 0 DISK #8 : ELEFAN III-A
DISK #3 : ELEFAN O-A DISK #9 : ELEFAN IV
DISK #4 : ELEFAN I DISK #10 : ELEFAN V
DISK #5 : ELEFAN II DISK #11 : MPA
DISK #6 : ELEFAN II-A
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In addition to the DOS, the following DOS command are needed
for using the package :

COMMAND.COM
GRAFTABL.COM
GRAPHICS.COM
ASSIGN.COM
FORMAT.COM
DISKCOPY.COM
MODE.COM

To copy these DOS commands, insert a DOS disk oontaining the
files mentioned above in drive A:. With the DISK #1 still in
drive B:, type COpy A:XX B: (where XX is the name of the DOS
command that needs to be copied, e.g. FORMAT.COM) followed
by a <CR>. There is no need to repeat the above procedure
for the other disks of the package. ,

Fora computer with a hard disk, boot the computer with
either floppy disk drives empty and wait for a DOS prompt
(e.g. C». Carefully insert DISK #1 (of the Compleat RLRFAN)
in drive A:. Type SYS A: followed by <CR> [This can be
bypassed if the package is to be installed to a hard disk;
see below].

Hard disk installation : A utility (HDINSTAL.EXE) is
provided on the HARD DISK INSTALLATION and SAMPLE DATA disk
that comes with the package to properly install the package
to a hard disk. Other methods of copying the set of programs
to a hard disk may cause problems while using the package.
Note al~o that a minimum of 3.0 MB of storage space is
needed. .

The DOS "path" (sometimes termed "directory",
should be known before running the routine. The
utillties.as listed "above are needed to run the
they should be accessible through the DOS path.

e.g. C:\DOS)
same six DOS
package, and

To run, insert the HARD DISK INSTALLATIONand SAMPLE DATA
disk in drive A:, then type HDINSTAL followed by <CR>. This
utility will initialize any existing "ELEFAN" subdirectory.

Peripheral installation: A utility has been developed to
allow the software to run on different system
configurations. This utility may either be accessed through
the INSTALL.XXE which can be accessed directly from DOS
(HARD DISK INSTALLATION and SAMPLE DATA disk) or through a
routine in the utility menu. It will install the following:

1). the type of graphic card/adapter (CGA or Hercules
monochrome graphic adapter),

2). the data drive specification and,
3). the program drive specification.
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Installationis done only once, unless there is a need to
change peripheralsor drive specifications.

Serial port installation: Graphic outputs may also be dumped
via plotter; this requires the user to configure the
communication ports (COM1:). Please refer to the plotter's'
manual for communication protocol parameters. However, this
utility may not be necessary if the plotter can be
configured through the dip "switches" found at the back of
the peripheral. Serial printers may also be ~edirected
through this utility. For more technical information on the
requirements of this utility, please refer to the manual of
the peripheral in question.

Formatting a disk: Data disks may either be created using
the DOS command "FORMAT" or the utility to format a disk in
one of the routines availabl~ within the package.
Formatting, (1) initializes a disk to a recording format
acceptable to DOS, (2) . analyzes the. entire disk for any
defective tracks, and (3) prepares the disk to accept DOS
files. For more information regarding the FORMAT command of
DOS, please refer to the DOS manual.

CAUTION : Please note that formatting destroys all data on a
disk. Because of this, one should be very .careful before
formatting a disk, particularly a hard disk.

Installin~ the mouse: A Microsoft or a compatible "mouse"
pointing device may be used as input device. To install a
mouse, refer to the manual that came with it. No additional
installation procedure is needed to activate it within the
package.

Af~er the package is installed,type ELEFAN after the DOS
prompt (A», then press <CR>.

Once the software package is accessed, the system menu will
be loaded and displayed (see Fig. 3). You may use the arrow

. keys (up and down) or function keys [F2] and [F4]
respectively. To access a routine. position the highlighted
area to the desired routine. then press <CR>.
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WORKING WITH RLRFAN 0

Introduction

The data entry and file management routine referred to as
ELEFAN 0 allows entry of data sets such as length-frequency
data, ,weight-frequency data, commercial shrimp tail counts,
growth increment (e.g. tagging/recapture) and/or length-at-
age data and stores them in a format readable by the other
ELEFAN routines.

The ELEFAN 0 menu contains. nine routines' appearing on
computer screen as follows:

Use IrI'Clll It n keysto
select. (CI> to rua

Dlta Entry

,"

Prilt D.h File

un Jib FIIo

rroldl1lty Eatr!j

AAjust Clus htervd

rool $u,lesIFiles

$u,le 1Ic1,.t EsUa.Uol
Saoou Dda File

Jelete Flies

Qatt to aab aenu

,.

:'

:L;'

... .~.'. .

:«{ ELEFAHB »)~

TII..routiDC credes I Dew.dl rile

ror IJI!I of tile fDilowb, .lata tY,OI:

.::'
t.;

I~~
i"J

'.

I' leastlr-rre!UeDcy..b
II' weisllt-rre!ueDcyAda
c, Iuiartdl cOUita
U 'I'CIIIUlacrc.eat ida

(e.,. tassills/recaptuo btal
eI leD,tJr-d-'Se Ada

Itc.s U .u c, are auto.aUcally cor
verteA to a l"stlr-fro!ueDCY file aDoi
aay Un he Ilell II aay WFIIII routllli.

."

:,'

Flies credd via ,I. Dre' 8ay lie
a,ceasd Daly tuous. ELUIIII U.

Fig. 4

Before going into the details of each of these routines, it
is important to mention here the general screen layout of
ELEFAN O. The first four lines on the screen are reserved
for the routine title, lines 5 to 18 are for the body of the
routine and two separate boxes on the lower part of the
screen are reserved for instructions (left box) and function
keys (right box).
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TITLE «( .mfAIi 8 : Data'Entry Routine»)

BODY

Speclu 1188
Other t 110 IcIcltltlen

I1II8.cl'ot ...p II., idl.
S8.llut recol'iei .1iI11,t.
Luscd recor.d .lilclIsUa
Chs. "tel'Yd
UaIt ot .IUUCIIIDt

:Upllaell8.ol,ccead.
:JACIIY QlLl 1'81

:1..

.FILEPIIIf41t.7ERS

Pieul sllPll!l thl toIlOllIl,:

"

INSTRUCTION &
FUNCTION KEY 'BOX

KlI8bl' of ...p 1b. Is III'JVllill
hWIIII 1 ... 611

(131-'111 t to ILlrM. .011

..
IHSTRUCTlons

Fig.S

Attention should be given to the instructionbox which is
intended to guide the user, Attentionshould also be given
to the function key box, which provides other options
ensuring flexibilitywhile a routine is being used. Function
keys [F2] and [P4] . which are not shown on the function key
box, are assigned to move.to previous field and next field,'
respectively,

Data entry

Unless foreign files are transferred to the ELEFAN system,
the world of ELEFAN begins here. This routine allows for the
entry of the following types of data set:

1. Length-frequency data
2. Growth incrementdata
3. Length-at-agedata

The length-frequency data may be accessed any time using any
ELEFAN routine. Growth increment (e.g. tagging/recapture)
data and length-at-age data once entered may only. be
accessed for analysis by ELEFAN V.
Later version of the package will allow weight-frequency and
commercial shrimp-tail count data to be stored on disk and
analyzed.

--- --
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Basically, the data entry routine is made up of thr~e
screens, arranged as follows:'

File specification screen . ~
This screen requires input
providing a general descrip-
tion of the file such as the
species name, number of
samples, smallest and largest
mid lengths/ midweights, class
interval and unit of measure~
ment used.

Data entrv screen: The data__
entry screen requires input of ~
the date of sampling (month,
day and year) and' frequency
number for each class leng~h or
weight. (growth increment and'
length-at-age data requires
actual lengths). The lower
right corner of the screen
labelled "SUM" keeps track of
the total frequenciesentered.
The data entry screen appears n
times depending to the number
of sampling dates entered in
the file specification. Each
sampling date is checked for
duplicates and is used to sort
the entries.

..~

fIIl_

rI_ .."., ~ 1011..1..:
1,.1.....
"... II" 111_

" ...,11.. 10100
10.11.., .1'......" _w .m.....CI...I ,..
II"II..........

"
..,.'..' ,, "-"

.~Di!~~;.~:~ :-.. I...': ,. .

1nJ-,.1' .. lUlU I...

. ..' .'. ' ""..-:..~;-.t..Ji;f""\.O

.. -. '""."':...;...:\,...~~-;;::r}.:

I,.wo: D_ ..I ~ IIIU1,.1\
'" I 110o...11 y_

K(...,'t..:...nl'Wl;I r.-::1~111

LSI- 15.51.L5I. 1i,5I.
1.510 11,51..L5I' 11.51.
S.5..
11.51.
11.51.
U.5I.
U.5I.1t.5I.

.aU.. ..W

iir.~f~,.::;T',,, .

11II. LM

.

o
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o
.

Save data file screen : This
last screen requires input of a
unique filename to save the"
data set onto a diskette. This ~

filename is the only link to
access a particular data set in
any ELEFAN routine.

. :,~. .\.:...: ::.*~~.:.m.~~~

,,.1..: a, ..Iaca..., .
lalor 11I._ I. .." III.:_

IUIOIZ -
v,omsr-
IOIIltoLl-
nmm -

TmOlt -
IOIIM. -
UMa

, ... .1' 11. u.r..1&n
1

1m"" ..nu.. ,-

.011.. ..I,. Inhodocl"I. ,
nuJ-Gu,e .1..

I.i~
~~

t£
fr;;~~~~~-.f.?i.;'-:.~T:"" ;-;-' ., .,..,.. .-:.,~. ~1.:';""-'7l;;;'!J.:5f;-.:jj! !

Printing o~ data

As needed,
data file
information
datf!, set is

by using this ~outine, hard ~opies of any ELEFAN
may be outputted to a printer. The only

required from the user is the filename where the
stored. Everything else follows.

Editing a file

Alteration of an existing ELEFAN data files is done using
this routine. It has the same screen flow as that of Data
Entry. The class interval of the file specification screen
is the only field that can not be altered, (please refer to
the Adjust Class Interval routine instead).

All fields may be edited and particularly, a sample may be
deleted by entering 99 for the month. Each sample appear on
screen in chronological order. To move to the desired sample
for editing, simply enter its cor-responding sample number
while you are on the "SAMPLE" field or use function keys
[F6] or [F9] to move from one sample to another.
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The "save edited file screen", allo~s the user to
edited data set to a new filename or overwrite the
set by using its old filename.

save the
old data

Edit routine screens
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The "Edit Routine" may be invoked to RENAME a data set. by
accessing an old file and saving it without alteration und~r
a new filename. The old file may then be deleted using the
"Delete Routine".

The "Edit Routine" may also be used to COpy an ELEFAN data
file from one diskette to another by using function key
[F10] - change data diskette. while on the save file screen.

Probability entry

This routine allows for the entry of probabilities of
capture for each class length of a given data set. These
probabilities may come from ELEFAN II. (Catch Curve Routine)
or previous studies of the species in question.

Each length frequency in the file is then divided (by length
class) by its corresponding probability of capture to obtain
the relative abundance for each class.

Adjusting class interval

Class intervals are altered using this routine. This was
developed for the purpose of merging files with different
class intervals. Basically it slices up the whole length
data into the cla~s interval the user desires.

The filename of the
from the library and
entered. Succeeding
up data file.

data set to be sliced-up is selected
the desired change of class interval is
screens will give a view of the sliced-

Note. that a new class interval need not be a whole number.
nor a whole multiple of the old class interval. i.e. data
originally grouped into say 1 cm intervals may be regrouped
into a 1.5 cm intervalusing this routine.Moreover,this
routine regroups data such that zero is us~d as lowest
possible class limit. i.e. the routine can (and should) be
used to regroup data for which zero is not a lower class
limit.

Pooling of sanple/files

Pooling of samples or merging of two files is another data
manipulation feature of the ELEFAN system. Two samples of
one data set may be pooled together or samples of two files
may be merged by any of the following options:

(1) Addition of freauencies : this option simply adds up
frequencies of two or more samples and stores them into one
sampling date.

--
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(2) Wei~hting by the SQuare root of sample size : this
pooling option is a modification of (2) and is recommended
for low frequency samples; the mathematical equation is as
follows:

= pooled frequency
= frequency number
= f 1..1 / VT1. where

sample i.

for sample i, class j
for sample i, class j
T1. is total frequency for

(3) Wei~htin~ by percentage : weighting
percentage gives each sampling date an

whatever its initial rize.

Mathematically,

of samples by
equal weight,

f . 1..1 = Wl.j .f 1..1

where f' 1..1
f 1..1
W:1j

.
= pooled frequency
= frequencynumber
= f:1j/T:1, where T1.

sample i.

for sample i, class j
for sample i, class j
is total frequency for

Estimation of sample weight

The sample weight of a given file is estimated using the
length-weightrelationship (W=a*LAb). Mean weight in each
length class and of each sample are computed. The estimation
of the mean weight of the fish of a given class is computed
as suggested by Beyer (1987).

Smoothing of LIP data

This routine makes use of a running average over 3 or 5
classes to smooth the availablelength-frequency data, as
suggestedby Laurec and Mesnil (1987) for cases where data
are irregular.

Deleting a file

This routine deletes an ELEFAN data file not only from the
diskette but also from the ELEFAN disk library~ Users should
not delete ELEFAN data .files using the DOS utilities
primarily because the latter does not update the ELEFAN disk
library.
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WORKING WITH RLRFAN I

Introduction

ELEFAN I is a program which uses length-frequencydata to
estimate the parameters K, Loo, C and WP of the von
Bertalanffy equation,modified to express seasonalgrowth in
length of fish or aquatic invertebrates (Pauly and David,
1981).

The program's key assumptions are:

samples used are representative of the population;

length differences can largely be attributed to
differences in age;

growth is similar from one year to the next, i.e.
there are no factors inducing any strong changes
in growth between years; and

the seasonally oscillating von Bertalanffy growth
equation provides an appropriate approximation to
the growth of fish and aquatic invertebrates

Although ELEFAN I could in principle be used in conjunction
with any type of growth curve, only one growth curve was
incorporated into this version. It is the seasonally
oscillating version of the von Bertalanffy Growth Function
(VBGF) proposed by Pauly and Gaschutz (1979) as modified by
Somers (1988), and which has the form

Lt .. Leo[1 - exp ( - K (t - to) - ~~ (sin21T (t - t$) - sln21T(to - ts)))]

where ts=WP+0.05 and all parameters are as defined in
Pauly (1984)

There are' three routines available in the ELEFAN I program
to help the user estimate growth parameters

Curve fitting by eye : allows a user to fit a growth
curve through a (restructured) length-frequency data
that are available, given a set of parameters;

Response surface analysis : allows a user to vary two
growth parameters in a 11 by 11 matrix. The 10+ points
providing the best fit to the data are identified,
allowing the user to locate combinations of parameters
that are better than others; and

--
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, Direct search for optimum parameter combination: allows
the user to let the computer search for the "optimum"
combination of growth parameter values , given a set of
seeded parameters and step sizes by which the prog~am
can modify the seeded values.

These three ~outines use "Rn" as goodness of fit inde~; this
index ("new RU) is computed from Rn=lQ."(ESP/ASP)/lO, with
ESP/ASP being as defined in earlier versions of ELEFAN I
(the use of Rn prevent the occurrence of negative values of
goodness of fit).

A fourth routine is included which allows the user to output
the results in a graphic form through a printer and/or a
plotter.

,

Data file access/restructuring

'Immediately after ELEFAN I has been accessed from the main
~enu, as in any of the programs to be discussed later, the
program will first search for the disk library created
during data entry and manipulation.

. :.:-:~.::~~.~g~~~lt~

(( « ELEFAHI »»

FILE PARME'I'l:RS DISCLlBBAII'I

",

rilenUle
Hl!!ilili!
Speclel DUle

IiI!mlI
UPA3TE~
10"1TOLl
nmm
TE~m

OUer bhla

"0. of I..plel

CIISI htervd

"

"

Clloolefile frC8 jllc II"~. Prell IFU for lIel,

I"mUCTIO"S

Fig. 6
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If no length-frequency data file is found in the data drive,
the computer will prompt for a change of data disk or offer
the option to quit to the main menu by pressing [F3]. Once
the disk library has been accessed, a file may be selected
by moving the cursor, i.e. by pressing an arrow key followed
by <CR>. The file accessed may still be changed after the
file parameters have been displayed (see Fig. 6).

Restructuring of data will commence immediately after
confirmation, i.e. by pressing [F9]. Depending on the size
of your file and the speed of the computer, this routine may
take a minute or so.

An option to output the restructured data via the installed
printer is also available.

Submenu

This program has four subroutines (see Fig. 7) to analyze a
given length-frequency file.

:«< [LEFAHI.SUBI1EHU'»»

Uso &rrow (f H kOYI to
. lelect, <CI) to run

. Curve r Itting .blJ elje . .
lelponlo lurhco aDAlYlis
Ad..at Ic le&rcll rouU.e

Output rouUlo
Quit to . .aI. .onu.

TIIII roatiDe ailowl Ue Iller to ' .rl)l' OltO
i ,npll .lsp1ayID, restracturd loo,th Ire-
!ueoc!ju.ples i ,rawU CliNe .ethd lIy I
let 01 ,rowU p&rueterl, ... to Inesl the
lit 01 tile ClINe !IoU visual1!j ad I. tel'lll
or I ,oo.oell""or-llt luex (II), ..

:~
..

Fig. 7
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Response surface analysis

The limits (lower and upper) for each of the four growth
parameter will be required by the program. To leave a
parameter constant, press <CR> when the program prompts for
the upper limit for a parameter(see Fig. 8).

Two growth parameters have to be left variable;otherwise
the limits for each of the parametershas to be re-entered.

« IESPOKSESURFACE(II X 1888) : UpeleUI aoluccnlll »

,

'.

IIISTRUCTI OilS ..,

...;
..

.. Euter tho IlIIIer Ii.lt ofLooDrtile
vil.e to le C:OlIstut, thel press (CI)

100:( I-J J
1:( I-J J
C:[ 1-[ J
UP:[ 1-[ J
- atarU.,,olDt-
SS:[ JSL:( J

VilliO of 100 allouU Dot h 1011I n..

13.3

Fig. 8

Defaplt values for the starting points are provided. When
all parameters have been entered, the available options for
the trpe of output will be displayed.

In the final output, . the best 10+ points will be boxed for
e~sier identification of the best combination ~f parameters.
(see Fig. 9). At any time, the user may abandon the routine
by pressing [F3] or [F7] to rerun the response surface
generator with another set of parameter combinations.
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« IESrOItSESURFACE(ID X 1888): U,elll:lI'aolliccelsil »
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Fig. 9

Curve fitting by eye

Given a set .of parameters (i. e. Loo, K, C and WP). this
routine will fit the cu~ve over the restructured data
plotted on screen. Aside from the response surface, the user
will find this routine particularly helpful in defining, at
least approximately, the values of these parameters and
identifying a good starting point (starting sample and
starting length; i.e. the coordinates of a point through
which the curve must pass; see Fig. 10).
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« CIIi'Jl 111TIK' BYWI »
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Fig. 10

A ruler may be activated using [F5]to ease identification
of a starting length (default is the class with the highest
peak) once the starting length is prompted for input. Use
the arrow keys to move the ruler to a desired location.
Pressing the <CR> will change the default value for the
starting length.

House function : the user may use the mouse pointer to
"push" the ruler,uP or to "drag" it down.

The values entered before a curve is drawn will be used as
the next default value, i.e. a user may simply press <CR> if
a former entry is to be kept unchanged.
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Ba = 8.887
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Fig. 11

Search for optimum base point

This routine will allow a user to "seed" growth parameter
values (i.e. to enter first guesses) and the step size by
which they are to vary. The computer will vary the
parameters up to 6 steps at a time. That is, if for example
you entered a seeded value for Loo of 21, and a step size of
.1 were entered, it will first vary the value for Loo to
21.1 and check for any improvements in the Rn value. If the
computed Rn value is equal or less than the previous value,
it will check the Rn value for Loo equal to 20.9, then 21.2,
then 20.8, and so on. It will continue to vary the parameter
until a value is reached which leads to a higher Rn value,
and this combination of parameters will be used as the new
input values. The search will continue until no further
improvement has been reached.

Once the "seed" parameter values and step sizes have been
entered (see Fig. 12), the user will be given the option,
via [F5], ' to let the computer search for the coordinates of
the best starting point given the seeded parametersentered
earlier. Depending on the size of the file this may take
some time.If [F6] is pressed, the starting point (i.e.
starting length and starting sample) will have to be
provided. Default values are available (i.e. the coordinates
of the class with the highest "restructured" point value).
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Optimal step ~ize ranging from about 3-6~ of a parameter
value for the initial searches to 1% or less may be used to
identify a good set of parameter combinations. Depending on
the size of the file, searching can be a long process.

( SEARCHFORoPTInUltCOMBINATION»

FlU PAImJ.7US PAIMJ.7EI 1/\P11I'
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other II~els
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.. 5 - 19 C8 .

Scdd IIdaes Sic, Ibcs
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c:.: [

UP : !

,I [+/-
J [+/-
J [+/-
J [+/-

""

",

IIISTIUCfIOIlS ".

Eitel' the Loo (lI!JIptOtiC lellfth) to he IIsd ( Loo )=5 )
"OTE : Press IFl1 tor lIore help lIeSUfes.

Fig. '12

The computed growth cu~ve will be plotted over the
restructuredsample for every new base point identified.

It is recommendedto re-initiatea search several times,
fro~ different seed values before acoeptingan "optimum"as
such.

Graphic outputs

After an optimum of growth parameters has been identified,
this routine will allow the user to output the results
through either a plotter or a printer.

If a growth curve is desired, the parameters (see Fig.
will be required and the computer will compute
corresponding Rn value. Also available is an option
output t~e points of the growth curve on every 15th of
month. A sample plotter output is given in Fig. 14.

13)
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WORKING WITH RLRFAN II

Introduction

ELEFAN II is a collection of auxiliary routines and a sequel
to ELEFAN I. It covers major topics as follows:

I 1. Estimation of total mortality from catch curve
using VBGF .parameters estimated by ELEFAN I or
known from an independent source; .

2. Smoothing of selection pattern given the
probabilityof capture for each length class using
logistic transformation;

3. Estimation of Loo and Z/K,using a modified' version
of the Wetherall 'method;

4. Derivation of seasonal patterns of recruitment;
and

5. Relative yield and biomass per recruit analysis.

Below (Fig. 15) is a layout of ELEFAN II main menu.

"
Use UI'GII U U bYI tD
Ielect, (cn to rUI

. Catchcurve .

S8aaUaiD,,rob. 01 CAptUri
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quit to .&11 .aau

"4" °0 .

(( mrA~ II »»
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I
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lISn, Io,is ic trustol'JII ha 01'l'IIIIDio,
IIUDS OVtl' thHt.
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Fig. 15
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Catch curve and resultant curves

Catch curve are constructed for the investigationof total
mortality (Z) within a fish population. The catch curve
routine requires the filename of the ELEFAN data set for
analysis and growth parameters (Loo and K) to be selected
from the disk library using the arrow keys.

The user is given the option to select particular samples to
use in estimating Z. and transformation to use.
Transformation options are as follows

1.
2.

No transformation (original data);
Using the square root of sample total as weighting
factor; and
Transforming all samples into r. samples before
pooling. ..

3.

The selected/transformed samples are then added up by length
class and each cumulated frequency (~N~) is divided by the
time needed by the fish to grow from the lower to the upper
limit of its length class (~t~).

The In(%N~/~t~) values are then plotted ~ age on the
displayscreen,as shown in Fig. 16.

,.

':f.
:~1 I

I

I'ZI Dr 1'41-._ tartle
~\)I rlello solect tlrst u. Int ,Dilb Dt 1131-o111ttD ELEFiUIII 80DI
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IrBl-pri,t CDDrUDltesDl,b.

Fig. 16
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The "turtle"
select points
arrow.may be
function keys

(or pointer) on the graph requires the user to
to use in estimating total mortality. This

moved from one point to the other using
([F2] or [F4]) or arrow keys (left or right).

The points selected must include only fish which
recruited and vulnerable to the gear employed.A
applicablerule is to use as a first point;
immediatelyto the right of the highestpoint of
curve. .

are fully
generally
the one

the catch

Often, one or two points correspondingto very high "ages"
must be excluded from the computation of Z because they
pertain to length values very close to Loo, affecting Z
dramatically.Jones (1987) and Laurec and Hesni1 (1987)
provided rules as to which of these points should be.
excludedfrom the computation. ,

A preliminary estimate of Z is made using the linear
regression :

1n(%N/At) = a + bt, where t = relative age

An iteration procedure (P.Sparre, pers. comm. to Pauly 1984,
Chapter 5) corrects the regression line for the. non-
linearityof the growth model and for the fact that some
mortality occurs within each length class. The equation used
is iterative and has the form:

1n(N~/(1-exp(-Z~*ot~» = a-Z~* At~

Then, natural mortality (H) is estimated from the empirical
relationship :

lOg10(M) = -0.0066 - 0.279 10g10(Loo) + 0.6543
loglo(K) + 0.4634 10g10(T)

where T is temperature in Centigrade (Pauly, 1980).

The user is not compelled to use the computer-estimatedZ
and M values, and the values for Z and M to be used must in
fact be entered by the user (default values are not
provided).

Given Z and H, a resultant
left, ascending arm of
mortality (F=Z-M) ranges
highest length class not

curve may be constructed from the
the catch curve. The fishing
between M (=mortality in the
caught at all) and Z (=mortality
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from the first selected point of the catch curve). Thus, .
Z~=M+F~, where Z~ and F~ are the total mortality and fishing
mortality for class i, respectively. The number of available
fish in the population is then estimated using :

N~=N~+i * exp(Z~*4t) * ------------------

The screen, plot of the catch curve with estimates for Z, M
and N~'s is shown in Fig. 17.

The probability of selection p~ is N~(caught)jN~(available).
The resultant curve is fitted using logistic transformation
(x=log(pjq» or moving average over 3 on the selection
probabilities. Fig. 18 shows an example of a resultant
curve. '
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Fig. 17

Fitting of probability of capture

This routine estimates L25) L50 and L75 given a set of
probability of capture over different length classes. This
is one of the few routines in the ELEFAN package that may be
used without accessing an ELEFAN data file.. The basic
information needed to run this routine are the smallest
midlength, largest midlength, class interval and the
probability of capture for each length class. The algorithm
and screen output are similar to the resultant curve section
of.the catch curve routine.

-- ---
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Recruitment pattern

A recruitment pattern is obtainedby projectinga set of
length-frequency backward onto a one-year time axis.
Recruitment patterns can be used to infer the number of
recruitment pulses occurring' per year (see Fig. 19).
However, when the paramet&r, to'is not given, the exact time
of recruitment can not be determined.

A routine ,(Soriano,1987) is built into the program which
automatically fits a recruitment pattern with one or two
normal distributions when the recruitment explained by one
or two normal curves ranges between 90% and 110% of the
.observed annual recruitment.

In the same manner as the catch curve routine,an ELEFAN
data file and its growth parameters (Loo, K,C, and WP) must
be provided. The user is also given the option to select
samples for analysis and the type of data transformation to
use for computation.
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Estimation of Loo and Z/K

This routine estimates Loo and Z/K, using the method of
Wetherall (1886), as modified by Pauly (1886).

In the same manner 'as with the catch curve and recruitment
pattern routines, the user has the option to select samples
and transform the availa~le length-frequency data before
pooling.

The.transformed samples are then cumulated by length class
and plotted on the left box of the screen (see Fig. "20) with
mid length on the X-axis. The right box gives a plot of
(L~(mean)-L'~) ~ L'~; where L~(mean) is the mean length
computed from class i upward and L'~ is the cutoff length
(note here that L~ values are lower class limits).

The user is then required, using the plot on the left box,
to select a point representative of animals fully selected
and recruited, from which Loo and Z/K will be estimated.

- -- - -- - - - -
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A regression line is then fitted to the points with each
point weighted by its cumulativefrequenoy.The Loo and Z/K
estimates are given by (Pauly 1986):

Loo = a/-b
and Z/K = (l+b)/-b

where a and b are the intercept and slope respectively of
the regression line.
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Yield/recruit and Biomass/recruit

This routine estimates the optimum level of exploitation
rate (E) using the relative yield/recruit (Y'/R) model of
Beverton and Holt (1966) as modified by Pauly and Soriano
(1986). This routine may be accessed without using an ELEFAN
data file. Y'/R may be computed in two different manners:

1. assuming knife-edge:
selection

wherein Y'/R is a function of
'M/K, E and c (mean length at
first capture/Loo), as in
Beverton and Holt (1964).
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2. using probabilities
of capture that
are gradually
changing

--
--- - -------
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the input required here are
the smallest midlength,
largest midlength, class
interval, Loo, M/K and the
probability of capture for
each midlength (a maximum of
five data sets can be entered
at a time).

Also included in this routine is a plot of relative
,biomass/recruit(B'/R) Ya exploitationrate (E). Fig. 21 is
a sample screen output of Y'/R and .B'/R with logisticselection. .
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WORKING WITH ELRFAN III

Introduction

ELEFAN III differs from ELEFAN I and II in that more is
.needed to run the program than just length-frequency data.
The added data which ELEFAN III requires are catch data,
usually by month. Also, as is characteristic of most
approaches based on Virtual Population Analysis (VPA), it is
the entire catch from. the whole stock which must be used,
not (in a multigear fishery) the catch of a single gear type
(catch data representing only part of the fishery can be
used only if they are proportional to total catch). ELEFAN
III incorporates three types of VPA, i.e. VPA I, VPA II, and
VPA III.

VPA I estimates .for any given cohort, the standing stock (in
numbers) and fishing mortalities by time interval (month,
quarter, year, etc.). VPA II is used to estimate mean
standing stock for a stable-age distribution, as can be
simulated by combining data for several years~ VPA III
provides estimates of standing stock and fishing mortality
by month and by length, which is achieved by "slicing"
(pseudo-) cohorts through catch-at-Iength data by means of a
set of growth parameters. This approach assumes that little
exchange occurs between the monthly "cohorts", which applies
mainly in short-lived animals, such as anchovies or penaeid
shrimps, for which the VPA III routine has been specifically
designed.

Beverton and Holt (1957) showed that the catch (C~) from a
population during a unit time period (i) is equal to the
product of the population size at the beginnirig of the time
period (N~) times the fraction of the deaths caused by
fishing, times the fraction of total deaths, or

Fj -z.
c. = - (1-e I) N.
I Zj I

(1)

where F~ is the fishing mortality in the ith period
Z~=F~+M, and M is the natural mortality, gerierally
assumed constant for all period,

The version
become most
however, is

of Beverton and Holt's catch equation which has
widely used for stock assessment purposes,

C.1

-z
Zj' e j

Fj (1-e-Zj )
(2)

--
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also written

C1 F._ = I Zj
N1 + 1 . z;- (e -1)

(3)

which is the equation in Gulland's (1965) Virtual Population
Analysis and which can be derived from (1) by substituting
for N~ the relationship

(4)

Equation (2) is used with catch-at-age data from the whole
of a fishery, and covering most of the life span of a given
cohort (thus VPA is used to estim~te retroactively the size
of a past cohort), an estimate of M and a (guessed) value of
the fishing mortality that affected the oldest age group of
a given cohort (Ft). Terminal fishing mortality (Ft) and the
terminal catch (Ct) are used to estimate the size of the
terminal population (Nt), either from

(5)

or from

(6)

Generally, equation (5) is used when the cohort is not
extinct past Nt (and Ct), while equation (6) is used when Ct
inciudes the last remnants . of a cohort (ELEFAN III
incorporates equation 5). Then, using Nt as initial value of
N~+1, F~ and N~ values are estimated sequentially from older
to younger age group be repeatedly solving equations (2) and
(4), respectively.

The discussion that follows is limited
behind these various routines and the
incorporated into ELEFAN III.

to the
reasons

principles
they were

VPA r : The principle behind VPA hinges around the concept
of the "cohort", i.e., a group of fish or invertebrates born
or hatched and recruited at more or less the same time and
sharing throughout their lives a common pattern of
exploitation by their pred~tors and a fishery.

---- - --
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In most application of VPA 1, the "exploitation" by
predators is expressedby a single value of the rate of
natural mortality H, which is assumed ~o apply throughout
most of the life, of the cohort (i.e., fromthe timethe
animals enter the fishery to the time the cohort is
decimated). .

VPA, then, is a method to reconstruct a cohort (i.e., to
estimate the number of animals that were present at each age
(of a cohort's life) by using a 'value.of H and the catch by
the fishery (in terms of numbers) of each group in the
cohort. The cohort is always reconstructed backward in time,
starting with the last caught animals of a cohort (the
"terminal catch), which is used to obtain an approximation
of the "terminal population" using a ~uessed value of the
"terminal fishing mortality" exerted upon the "terminal
population". Then, successive estimates of the population
sizes are obtained for each age group by adding the catch of
the fishery to a previous estimate of population size, to
which the number of fish caught by predators has also been
"added" .

The method, which was formulated by Gulland (1965) has been
reviewed by Pope (1972), Mesnil (1980) and Pauly (1984). It
is incorporated in ELEFAN III as "VPA In to allow users of
the Compleat BLEFAN system to acquaintthemselveswith VPA
in its original form and to perform age-structured VPAs
whenever the data for such analyses are available .to them.

VPA II : Catch-at-Iength data differs
(such as us~d in age-structured VPA
do not pertain- nor can readilybe
given cohort as defined above.

from catch-at-age data
or VPA I) in that they
made to pertain - to a.

Still, versions of VPA can be run with catch-at-Iength data.
Two very different versions of VPA are incorporated in
ELEFAN III which use catch-at-Iength data. The first of
these (VPA II) is conceived such that while it is not meant
to help in reconstructing any given cohort, it can, given
catch data covering the life span of several cohort,
reconstruct an avera~e cohort. Thus, the results of VPA II
are not structured in timej instead the population sizes and
fishing mortalities which are typical outputs of VPAs are
related to sizes. These results, therefore cannot be used to
manage a fishery in real time, nor to study temporal
fluctuations of recruitment.

VPA III : VPA III was devised to combine the advantages.of
both VPA I and II, to allow use of catch-at-Iength data as
inputs and still to run an "age" structured VPA, and thus to
obtain results that are structured both in size and in time
(see Fig. 22 and 23).
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Fig. 22. Facsimile of an ELEFAN III output (via plotter)
showing catch-at-length data (not to scale) and one of the
many monthly cohorts which can be superimposed on these
data. The upper two panels show the populationand fishing
mortality estimates pertaining to this qohort, along with
its biomass (rightmost panel). The population estimate
pertaining to month 1 is an expressionof recruitmentof
fish of length Lr.

Fig. 23. Showing
to a given month
data, the cohort
narrowing lines).
'other statistics.

the summary result of a
(here May 1969), and
"passing through that
the size structure of

VPA III pertaining
showing the catch
month (box with
the population and

- --- -- ---
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This was achieved by assuming that all fish in the
population under investigation have the same growth
parameters, as is also assumed in the other ELEFAN programs.

In.reality, not all fish in a given cohort have the'same
growth parameters, however, and it can be expected that some
fish will "leave their cohort" because they grow either
faster or slower than predicted by the mean cohort growth
curve. Such differences in growth rate here have the effect
of artificially increasing the autocorrelation between
estimates of recruitment.

Preparing catch data

A routine. is available to allow users to store monthly
catches and coefficients of the length-weight relationship.
For managing the data, four routines are available;(a) data
entry, (b) data editing,.and (c) viewing or printing of data
(see Fig.24).

«(( ELEFAH111 : Catch File Manipulation Routine »)

UIC IrrDII (I I) keys to
Iclect, (CI) to rUD "

. DataEntry RDutine

IhiSroutlnt1/11Idin !Ovto tftftl' to.
iI utehuperlIooth11I4Ihe Ptl'illefel's
i . L)01one01'mml lengh-mght

,eIdiDnship(s),Ihm tDbl'u CiALe
mt ontoi dda. si whleh5 usei101'
UiAIII.

Edlthll loutillc
PrlDtlUhwloutlae

Quitto ELEFM11111m
"

Fig. 24

Data entry. This subroutine will allow monthly catch data
(in tonnes, i.e., 108 g) and the constants of the length-
weight relationship to be stored onto the data disk.

Monthly catches (always in tonnes), and the 'a' and the 'b'
constants in the length-weight relationship will be asked
sequentially. Note that the 'a' value must link length to
weight in grams. The values of the previous entry will serve
as a default value for the coefficients (a and b). However,
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the monthly catches will not have a default value (see Fig.
.25) .
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Editin~ routine. This routine will allow a catch file saved
earlier to be edited. To edit, a user may either go through
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the file sequentially or in any order by entering the date
(MM/YY) to go to a particular record. To save the edited
file, press [F9] otherwise, press [F3] to return to the
previous menu without changing the file (see Fig. 26).

Print/View routine. This routine will allow data stored
and/or edited to be displayedon soreen or output via the
printer. Once a file has been accessed,pressing [F6] will
print results to printer, while [F9] will only display
results in the screen in-batches (see Fig. 27).

---.
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VPA I

The following input is necessary to run this program: (1) a
file identifier independent of the files stored in disk; (2)
the number of periods for which catches are available; (3) M
and Ft parameters (on an annual basis); and (4) catches by
ages starting with the youngest fish (see Fig. 28).

Given the necessary inputs (above), the results
this routine will be displayed graphically (see
an option of either printing the results to
dumping the graphic results via a plotter or
also given. The user also has the option to
procedure (changing the values of M and/or Ft).

generated by
Fig. 29) and
a printer or
a printer is
repeat the
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VPA II

VPA II makes use of either catch-at-lengthdata or length-
frequency data saved on disk through ELEFAN O. In either
type of data, the mean annual catch (in tonnes) represented
by the samples and the constants for the length-weight
relationship will be required by the program. For length-
frequency data, in addition to the input requirements
mentioned earlier, monthly catches (in tonnes) will be asked
to allow conversion of .the data from length-frequencies to
catch-at-lengths. The growth parameters (Loo and K), as well
as natural and terminal fishing mortalities have to be
entered (see Fig. 30) to complete the necessary inputs
before a length-structured VPA can be performed.
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After the requirements for VPA II have been satisfied, the
computer will estimate the steady-state biomass for each
length class. These results may be output via a printer. The
other VPA .11 results (estimated F~, catches and population)
may be displayed graphically on screen. As with VPA I the
user has the option to print the numericalresultsor dump
the graphic results via the printer or plotter (see Fig.
31).

VPA III

. VPA III, as mentioned earlier, incorporates the features of
both VPA I and II. A rather comprehensive set of monthly
length-frequencyand catch data is needed to successfully
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above). The user will be asked to select a file from the
library (see Fig. 32) a catch files that contains the needed
parameters. The catch-at-length data file may be printed.

The user is also given the opportunity to smooth the
computed catch-at-length data. The growth parameters (Loo,
K, C and WP), the natural fishing mortality and the terminal
fishing mortality are required inputs. This routine may take
up to 10 minutes, depending on the size of the file and the
processing speed of the available computer. Using the
parameters given, it will also initialize the array that
stores the results for computedmonthly summaries(see Fig.
34) .

Once the above routine has be~n completed,the user is given
the opportunityto reanalyzeseparate cohorts, one after the
other Xsee Fig. 33). The values generated in each cohort
analysis will update the array that stores the monthly
summaries.Computed results are shown graphicallyand these
results may either be printed or dumped to a plotter or
printer (see Fig. 22). To proceed to the monthly summary
routine, press [F9].

VIRTUALPOPULATIOIIAIIALYSISIII : LCD,tlr-conYcl'tdVPA

For the monthly summaries, only the date (HH/YY) will be
. asked. The summarieswill be shown graphically.These as in
the case of the above routine, a user will be given the
opportunity to either print the results to a printer or plot
via a plotter (see Fig. 34 and Fig 23).
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Fig. 33
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WORKING WITH ELEFAN IV

Introduction (adapted from Munro 1984).

In conventional catch curves, the logarithms of the relative
abundances of successive age groups are plotted against age,
in order to obtain an estimate of the total instantaneous
mortality rate, Z, from the slope of the descending right
arm of the plot. Values of the left of the descending arm of
the graph, reflecting catches of incompletely retained
fishes are usually ignored.

Pauly (1982, 1983) has described how length-frequency
distributions can be converteq to age-structured catch
curves in which the observed frequencies in successive
length groups are divided by the time required for a fish to
grow through each length group and plotted against the
estimated ages of the midpoints of successive length groups.
From the slope of the resulting length-converted catch
curve, an estimate of Z is derived. This value is composed
of the fishing mortality rate (F) generated by the gear in
question plus the natural mortality rate (H). Usually, this
method is applied only to length groups which are larger
than the size (L') at which the fishes become fully
retainable by the gear and is inapplicable to gillnets and
other gears which exhibit 'a bell-shaped selection curve or
to length groups which are within the selection ogive of
gear such as trawls.

The method incorporated into ELEFAN IV is based around the
premise that for any fishing gear, the catch (N) of each
successive length class is a function of the probability of
retention (P) of that size group in the fishing gear and the
rel~tive abundance (A) of that size group in the population.
Also, the total mortality coefficient (Z) observable between
successive length groups in an exploited stock is the sum of
the natural mortality coefficient plus the product of the
probability of retention, P~, and the prevailing fishing
mortality coefficient (F). For the ith length group

z~ = H + P~F

Thus, a
yield a
H.

regression of estimatesof Z~, against P~ should
regression of slope F and Y-axis interceptequal to
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Methodology

The requirements for implementing the method are as follows:

a. Unbiased estimates of the length composition of
the catch averaged over at least one year must be
available and entered .throughELEFAN O. These data
can readily be accessed through the displayed disk
library once ELEFAN IV is accessed through the
main menu of the package;

b. Estimates of parametersof the von Bertalanffy
growth function 100 and K; and

c. Estimates of the probability of retention on (P)
at successive lengths (L), acquired independently
of the estimates of the mean annual length
composition. (See Hamley (1975) and Pope et al
(1975) for reviews of various methods for
estimating selectioncurves).

In (H/At)
T
oo

o
o

2 o
o

o
B o

. o .
a 123

Relative age (year-t8)

4

Fig. 35. Length-converted catch curve for fishes
exploited by a single size of gill net in which values
of In Rm = AmI t~ + 1 are plotted against the relative
ages (tm - to) attained at the midpoints of successive
length groups. Note the changes in slope resulting from
mesh selectivity. Data from Table 1.

-------
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The analytical procedure is illustrated in Table 1 and Figs.
35 and 36 and by a hypothetical example f.roma gill net
fishery. The procedure is as follows:

a. Tabulate the annual average length frequencies
(Nm) of the catch and the probabilitiesof
retention (Pm) of successive length groups (1m)
(the subscript m refers to the mid-point of a
length group); .

b. Calculate the apparent relative abundances(A) of
successive length groups within the selection
curve as Am = Nm/P;

c. Calculate the ages (in years) at the start (t~),
mid-point (tm) and end (t~+1) of successive length
groups and the time required ( t~,~+~) for a fish
.to grow through each length group; .

d. Divide Am by t~,~+~ to get the true relative
abundance (Rm) of the fish in each lengthgroup
(Fig. 1 shows a length-convertedcatch curve in
which In Rm is plotted against relative age (t-
to). Note the sigmoid shape generated by mesh
selectivity);

e. Calculate the survival rate between successive
length groups, S = Rm+~/Rm and the annual
coefficientsof total mortality,Z~ = In S~ tm,m+~
between successive mid-lengths; and

f. Plot Z~, against P~, to obtain estimates of F and
H, using the equation Z~ = (P~*F)+H, and obtain an
estimate of H (Fig. 36) and its standard error
(i.e. the standard error of the intercept).

Computational options and variations

A variation of the above is implementedin this package
wherein it is assumed that the values of Nm, Am and Rm are
derived from sampling gears which has a retention range
smaller than is used commercially, and where Z~'s are
computed from the above values and is plotted against the
probabilities of retention, P~, of successive lengths, 1~,
in the commercial gear (Gear 2). In such a case, estimates
of Z~ pertaining to lengths below the retention range of the
commercial year (where P~=O) are direct estimates of natural
mortality (H). In other word, the probabilities of capture
for Gear 1 are used to compute the Z~ values which are
plotted against the probabilities of capture of Gear 2 to
estimate H as the Y-intercept of the regression.

--
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Putting the foregoing in a different form, if estimates of
Rm, and thus Z~, can be obtained for length groups outside
of (usually smaller than) the retention range of the
commerciallyutilized fishinggear, estimatesof the natural
mortality rate, M, of the unexploited size groups can be
obtained from the sample length-frequencydistributions.

The probabilities of capture for Gear 1 may be entered and
saved through ELEFAN O.

Another computational option as suggested by Moreau (1988)
is to iterpolate the computed values of Z~ and to plot these
values against the values of P entered (Gear 2). This would
differ from the methodology as originally suggested by J.
Munro in which, Z~ between successive length groups is
plotted against p~ values interpolated between successive
length groups.

,0,
10 ("/AU Z (gell' 1)

(<< ILEltUIIU : htl81t1011 at " tJ'08 181ectiol CIUYC8»)
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Speclel : Hypotheticil eXillplo (1=.5,Lo0=38,t8=8) (FISHMI 2(2):13-14)
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Fig. 37. Moreau's modified approach. Data from Table 1.
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WORKING WITH ELHFAN V
Introduction

ELEFAN V is based on an approach suggested by Morgan (1987)
and is used to estimate growth parameters through
simultaneously analysis of length-frequency and growth
increment data.

Growth inc~ement data can be of three different types :

tagging/recapture data;
growth increments derived from length-at-age data;
or
growth increments obtained from modal class
progression analysis (MPA)

The approach used in ELEFAN V for the simultaneous analysis
of length-frequency data and growth increment data involves
presentation of a mean goodness-of-fit index (Rm) for
different data types in the form of a response surface.

This programs contains two major routines :

1. Response surface for analysis of length-frequency
and growth increment data.

2. Growth parameters estimation from growth increment
data alone.

Response surface for length-frequency and growth
increment data

The response surface makes use of the mean "goodness of fit"
(Rn) of the length-frequency data computed as :

R~ = (10&8P/asP)/10

and the coefficient of
and estimated lengths
data; the combined
Rm = (Rn+r2)/2.

determination(r2) between the actual
at capture of the growth increment
index of goodness of fit is

The response surface is a two-way table with one growth
parameter varying on the X-axis and another parameteron the
Y-axis. More particularly,for two parameters K and Loo
(leaving C and WP constant), the response surfaceprovides
Rm (x1000) values (see Fig. 38). .

- - -- -
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This routine also provides an assessment of the
compatibility of length-frequency to growth increment data
(see Fig. 39); the results of this routine will be
meaningful, however, only if a very broad range of parameter
values is examined (see Morgan 1987).

Growth parameters estimation from growth increment data

The estimation of growth parameters from growth increment
data begins with a Gulland and Holt plot ( L/ t ~ L, see
Gulland and Holt 1959) giving the user a preliminary view of
the data structure. Using the G-H plot allows the user to
detect and delete outliers.
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After possible outliers have been deleted, a regression line
is fitted on the data for preliminary estimates for K and
Loo. The plot of deviation from the line over time is used
to identify seasonal pattern in the data, and provides
initial, crude estimates of C and WP (see Fig. 40).
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The preliminary estimates of Loo and K from the G-H plot may
be improved using either of three methods, i.e.;

1. Munro's method (Munro 1982);
2. Fabens. method (Fabens 1965); or
3. The method of Soriano and Pauly (1989) for the

analysis of seasonally oscillatinggrowth using
incrementdata (see below).

The selected points may then be saved in another file to be
analyzed jointly with length-frequency data. It is
recommended to try to estimate growth parameters from
available growth increment data (and to identify which part
of the available data can be used for such purpose) before
proceeding to the simultaneous analysis of L/F and growth
increment data.

Soriano and Pauly (1989) showed that, when growth increments
are available, each of which has an initialdate (t1) and
length (L1) and a final date (t2) and length (L2), the
growth parameters Loo, K, ts, and C of a seasonally
oscillatingversion of the VBGF can be computed using a
multiple regression derived as a furth~r developmentof the
model of Appeldoorn (1987). The model.hasthe form

Y = -Kd + b1(sin 2t1 - sin 2t2) + b2(cos 2t2 - cos 2t1)

where Y= In ----------
(Loo - L1)

CK cos 2ta
b1 = -------------

2

CK sin 2ta
b2 = -------------

2

and d = t2 - t1

Thus, one can compute R2 values for different values of Loo
until R2 is maximized. Therefore, estimating the four
parameters needed (Loo, K, ts and C) involves searching in
only one dimension.

[Note that "ts" is related to the Winter point (WP) used in
the ELEFAN programs through ts + 0.5 = WP]
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WORKING WITH MODAL CLASS PROGRESSION ANALYSIS (MPA)

Introduction

Prior to the discovery of daily and seasonal rings in fish
otoliths and scales, the detailed analysis of length-

. frequency data was, besides marking-recapture studies and
direct observation of captive fish, the only method
available to draw inferences on the growth of tropical
fishes, and indeed the only method that could be applied
routinely (Pauly 1987).

A great deal of confusedterminology surroundsthe use of
length-frequency data. in growth analysis and before
discussing Modal Class Progression(MPA), it is necessaryto
clarify the terms we shall use.

We believe the term "Petersen's method", which is often very
loosely.used, should be restricted to the analysis of one
length-frequency sample at a time. This analysis usually
consists of identification of class modes or means in the
sample in question using either a purely visual approach,
graphical techniques, or computer based methods of class
separation. The next step in Petersen's technique is the
subjective attribution of relative ages to the class modal
or mean lengths thus identified. This then enable the
estimation of growth parameters using the identified size
groups, and the relative ages attributed to them.

Petersen's method for length frequency analysis
illustrated in Fig. 41 below, which also illustrates
happens if the subjectiveattributionof relativeages
wrong (which happens quite frequently,and is behind
.statementsthat the VBGF is not suitable as a model
growth of this or that fish).

is
what
goes
many
for

Fig. 41. Application of
the 'Petersen Method'

N. 1u...? (sensns stricto) to a
hypothetical length- .
frequency sample. Note
that the time separating
various peaks must be
assumed, a difficult task
in animals which may, or
may not, spawn several
times a year.

-
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We shall use the term "Modal Progression Analysis" (MPA) for
the method in which several length-frequency samples are
plotted sequentially, and where the apparent shift of modes
is used to infer growth. In MPA, the identification of class
modal or mean lengths is done as in Petersen's method, after
which subjective identification of modes perceived to belong
.to.the same cohort of fish enables the tracing of growth
curves, or computation of growth increments between modes.
Thus, in MPA, the critical issue is not the attribution of
"ages" to the various groups - as in the Petersenmethod -
but the linking of- means perceived to belong to a same
cohort (see Fig. 42).

N

sample at

time t,

N

sample at

tlmot2

Fig. 42. Application.
of 'modal progression
analysis' to a set of
two samples obtained
at known times (~1,
t2). Note that the
problem here is the
proper identification
of peaks to be inter-
connected, and not the
.question as to how
much time separates
the peaks (as was the
case in Fig. 41).

The subjective judgement required in the second step of both
of.these methods and the 1arge potential errors thus induced
have prompted a search for ways of reformulating these two
traditional methods so that improved solutions are obtained.

Two major lines of inquiry have been followed:

1. by constraining possible solutions through the use
of pre-selected growth functions, usually the VBGF
and especially its seasonally oscillating
formulation (as, e.g., in ELEFAN I)j and

2. combining the length-frequency data with other
information,such as growth incrementdata from
tagging-recapture experiments or length-at-age
data obtained, e.g. from otolith analysis (as,
e.g., in ELEFAN V).

However, some researchers prefer to stick to modal
progression analysis (MPA) despite its shortcomings. For
these, we have included here a computerized version of MPA
as part of the Compleat ELEFAN package.
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This routine is subdivided into three parts: (a) separation
of length-frequency samples into normal distributions using
the Bhattacharya (1967) method or entry of means (and
standard deviation if available), (b) linking of the means
and saving of the linked means (~hich represent gro~th
increment data, having the same characteristic as.
tagging/recapture data) ~hich can be analyzed using ELEFAN V
and (c) estimation of the C.V. of Loo.

A submenu is provided, to access these parts independently of
the others as needed.

Bhattacharya method

As in the case of other routines of the Compleat ELEFAN, a
length-frequency file (entered through ELEFAN 0) is needed
before the method is applied. Once a file has been read, the
computer will ask for the sample number, to be'selected from
a given list, to work with.

Once the prerequisiteshave been complied with, a graphic
screen will be displayed. There are four boxes in the left
side of the screen (Fig. 43). The first box contains the
parameters of the point where the turtle is positioned,
i.e., the coordinates for the X and Y axes (after
transformation) and the population (N). The third box
contains the parameters of a normally,distributed component
that has been identified, and the last box is reserved for
messages. In this particular instance (see Fig. 43) the user
is asked to mark the first point by moving the turtle using
the arrow keys and then.pressing the [F6] or <SPACE BAR>
when the turtle is properly positioned. Later the user will
be asked to identify the second point.

[Fi], [F3] and [F8] are interrupt keys whose functions
(help, quit to main menu, and graphic printer dump,
respectively) may be accessed any time when needed.

The population in each normally distributedcomponent~ill
be estimated and the regressionline and the normal curve
will be drawn (see Fig. 44). The user will be given the
opportunity to select new points if the computed parameters
of the component generated is not satisfactory.

The estimated population of the
subtracted from the sample and a
displayed.

defined component will be
new transformation will be

--------
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The procedure is repeated until all identffiable components
are separated, in which case a user can press [F9] to end. A
sum~ary of results will be displayed and may be printed.

The composite distribution will be" ploted against the
frequency histograms (see Fig. 45) and when sufficient
degrees of freedom are available, a chi-square test will be

K(8)
~

4
. .

.,
f;

IIESSACE z
PI'Iat suuuy

(Y/H)'l 8

Fig. 45

performed, indicating how well the expected frequencies fit
the observed frequencies. These results may be plotted on a
per-sample basis on a plotter (see Fig. 46). The computed
means are stored in memory for later analysis. These means
may however, be lost if you immediately return to the main
menu (by pressing [F3])and will also be overwritten if the
same sample is. reanalyzed. When the analysis of various
samples is completed, the means generatedcan be savedonto
the data disk for later analysis.
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Linking of Deans

When this routine is accessed,it will automaticallyread
the means saved previously allowing the linking of the mean
lengths (i.e. the derivation of growth increment data; see
Fig. 47).

Position the turtle at a position representing the start of
a growth increment, and mark this point by pressing [F6] or
<SPACE BAR>, then move the turtle to a point representing
the end of the growth increment in question and mark it
(note that negative growth increments will be accepted).
Continue until all points representing end points of growth
increments have been marked.
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In this newly developed routine, a plot of the,AL/6t values
~ the mean C.V. of the linked means is generated (see Fig.
48). This plot may be used to id~ntifythe most likely of
two alternative hypotheses concerning the distribution of
lengths about age :

(i) constant C.V.; or
(ii) C.V. declining with ~L/~t and hence with length.

In case the first alternative applies, an overall mean C.V.
is computed from the individual C.V. estimates. For the
second alternative to be likely, the correlation coefficient
between the growth increments and the means of the paired
C.V. values must be significant and positive; also the
intercept of the (GM) regression (i.e. the C.V. of Loo) must
be positive.
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Estimates of the C.V. of Loo may be used, when available, as
an input to Sainsbury's (1980) method of computing
population growth parameters from growth increments derived
for fish with individually variable growth parameters. The
linked points (i.e. growth increment) may be saved on disk
as a growth increment dat& file by pressing [F9].

Re-linking of the means may be done by pressing [F7] if the
aboye plot gives an unsatisfactory result.
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Appendix I. Fishbyte editorial* on merging of LFSA
and Compleat BLBFAN sottRare packages

The 1980s have been the refinement of numerous earlier techniques (or
analysis of size-frequency data, as well as the development of several new
important methods. The 198Os.is also the decade of the personal computers; these
had an enormous impact on the growth of length-based methodologies. Indeed,
many of the newly developed methods would not be practical, were it not for the
existence of PC's.

ICLARMand FAO staff have contributed to the development of length-based
methodologies, and some fruits of their efforts are incorporated in two software
packages for Apple U and IBM PC and their compatibles, the LFSA package
(Sparre 1987. FAO Fish. Tech. Pap. (101),Suppl. 2, Rome, 218 p.) and various
versions of the ELEFANprogram, notably the COQ'pleatELEFAN(see p. 20).

Because they were developed in response to the same needs, the LFSAand
Compleat ELEFAN packages include a number of similar routines (e.g., Bhatta-
charya plots for separating mixtures of length-frequency distributions, Gulland
and Holt plot, length-structured VPA, etc.). Also, the most recent, MSDOS
version of LFSA,includes a routine to import files from the Compleat ELEFAN.
One could leave things at that: FAO and ICLARMcontinue to maintain and
distribute their respective software and interested colleagues can choose.

Practical experiences made during various training courses especially the
FAOjDANIDA Training Course in Tropical Fish StockAssessment show that the
simultaneous offering of "competing" software had an inhibiting effecton course
participants (Venema et aI. 1988.p. 1-15.FAO Fish. Rep. (389),519 p.).

Also, the costs of maintaining and documenting a complex software package
are rather high, especially if one's mission is global and hence, involves pro-
ducing documentation in languages other than English (e.g., Spanish and
French).

For all these reasons, FAO and ICLARMhave signed a Letter of Agreement
covering the development of a joint software which will supersede FAO's LFSA
and ICLARM's Compleat ELEFAN. As per agreement, this new software will
include all functions of LFSA, but will have a "feel" similar to the Compleat
ELEFAN,Le.,.willbe menu-driven, largely self-documenting, and based on inter-
active high resolution graphics and optional use of a mouse (see page 20). Most
routines of the Compleat ELEFANwill be incorporated in the new package, but
new names will be used for most of these, e.g., the labels ELEFAN0, II -V, will
be abandoned.

One question that is not resolved, though, is the name for the new joint soft-
ware. Some ideas floated to date are acronyms recalling both LFSA and
ELEFAN, e.g., LFAN or ELEFSA, or euphonious substantives, e.g., ASSESS,
GENESISor FUSION which are self-explanatory.

Since it will take about one year for the software itself to be completed and
debugged, there is time for a competition: ICLARMshall offer a free book (to be
selected from our catalogue) plus eternal fame to whoever finds the "best" name
for the new software. Anyone can participate: NTFS members and their mends,
husbands or wives, even FAO and ICLARM staff. The judges will be Serge
Garcia of FAO and yours truly and we shall not accept bribes.

* Pauly, D. 1989. Fishbyte 7(2):1
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Appendix II: Announcing the release of version 1.1.of
the Compleat HLEFAH software package*

Introduction

Here is Izaak Walton (1593-1683), introducing his .Compleat
Angler., I did neither undertake, nor write, nOTpublish, /1M much
less own, this Discourse 10 pIelZsemyself: 'lInd, ""fling been too tlllily
drlZtlm 10 do IZ1J10 pIelZse others, /IS 1propose not the gaining of credit by
this uMuloking, so 1 would not wiUingly lose /lny of thlZt to which 1hIZd
/I just title before 1 beglln it; /lnd do therefore desire IInd hope, if 1 tleSUf1e

not rommendlZtions,yet 1 mRYobllZinpardon. ..

It is in this spirit that we present Version 1.1of the
Compleat ELEFAN program package.

Initiated in January 1986 as a joint project of
ICLARM, the College of Fisheries, University of the
Philippines in the Visayas (CF-UPV) and the
German Agency for Technical Cooperation (GTZ),
the Compleat ELEFAN was intended to assemble all
ELEFAN-related routines and improvements
presented in earlier issues of Fishbyte and
elsewhere, as well as other approaches for length-
based fish stock assessment (see contributions in
Pauly and Morgan 1987), in form of a single, user-
friendly software package.

An earlier "draft" version of this software was
made available for the participants of the
FAO/DANIDA course in Tropical Fish Stock
Assessment held in Manila on January/February
1987, which provided a first opportunity for
assessing users' responses to the high-resolution-
interactive graphics of the package (Venema et al
1988).Later in 1987,we distributed a dozen sets of a
"test version" tQ colleagues throughout the world,
then used their feedback to produce Version 1.0 of
the Compleat ELEFAN, released in June 1988.As of
now, there are over 200 registered users of this
package on top of 168 registered users of the one-
diskette "Kiel Version" of ELEFAN 0, I and n (see
Brey et al. 1987).

Version 1.1 of the Compleat ELEFAN is now
ready for shipment. It includes the routines,
subroutines and options in Fig. 1 and differs from
Version 1.0 in having its function keys well
standardized and in supporting:

. CGA and Hercules graphic card;

. . a (Microsoft or compatible) mouse;

. a mathematical co-processor ("8087").

* Gayanilo, F.e. and D. Pauly.

Also, no routine requires more than 512 K of
RAM, and all problems (bugs, mispellings,
ambiguities) we noticed were resolved, as were
those of which we were made aware by users of
Version 1.0. [The new version contains over 100,000
lines of program, and unfortunately, we must expect
that programming errors remain; we will appreciate
receiving notices of problems with Version 1.1.]
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Fig. 1. Main routines, subroutine and options is version 1.10 of the
Compleat ELEFAN (see also text).

1989. Fishbyte 7(2):20-21.
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VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS II

I;~G!"-_-
'.' ,,',' ',' 10.5' , ,,' , 15.5

LENGTH (cm)

Fig. 2. Facsimile of an ELEFAN III output (via plotter) showing a fish population, as reconsltucted using a form of length-
struc~ed virtual population analysis (VPA10.

Minimum hardware requirements are as before:
an IBM PC/XT or AT or compatible computer with
two 5 1/4"-disk drives or one disk drive and a hard
disk (3 Mbytes of disk space are now required). A
graphic-capable, e.g., EPSON FX or compatible
printer and a two-pen plotter (e.g., IBM7371 or HP
7470A) are usefyl peripherals (especially the
printer). Fig. 2 shows an example of the camera-
ready plots that can be generated with the plotter.
Software requirements are DOS 3.0 or higher.

The manual available with this software is still a
bit short but the package is largely self-docu-
menting.

The Compleat ELEFAN Version 1.1 is shipped in
the form of 11 5 1/4" diskettes, 1 sample data
diskette, and a 67-page manual (Gayanilo et al. 1988)
for US$50 (cheques drawn from a US-based bank).
Registered users of Version 1.0 may obtain the new
Version for US$20 if they send their original
diskettes with their order.
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Address ordetl to the ICLARM Software Project, Capture Fisherie. Management Program, ICLARM, MC
P.O. Box 1501, Maketi, Metro Manila, Philippine.. Payment (payable to ICLARM) should be in US$ by
international money order, bankdraft or UNESCO coupons. We can accept US$ checks only if from a US-
baaed bank due to high clearance fee. of other banks.

The ICLARM Software Project
ICLARM initiated, in early 1987, a new activity, the "ICLARM Software

Project", involving the dissemination of sol\ware for calculatotl and
microcomputetl, along with their supporting documentation (e.g., manuals or
sc ienti lie paper).

The material now available for distribution pre.ently consis.. of software
produced at ICLARM, but will in the near future include public domain programs,
a. well II software made available by their authotl to ICLARM for free
worldwide di.tribution. Thil software will include the area. of fish population
dynamic., lisherie. and aquaculture economic., fish genetic. and other lield.
convering ICLARM'. area. of intere.t.

All software will be made available at co.t, i.e., Includin, only material,
mailing and handling co Copyrighted material will not be distributed. The
availability of new programa will be made public through notice. In Na,a, The
ICLARM Quarterly, brochure. and the ICLARM publication catalog. Authotl and
potential contributotl to thi. scheme are invited to write to the Director, Capture
Fisherie. Management Program, ICLARM, MC P.O. Box 1501, Maketi, Metro
Manila, Philippines.
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